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On Radial Weights for the Spherical 
Summation Operator’ 
GERD MOCKENHAUPT 
In this paper WC give a sufficient condition for radial weights cu such that the 
spherical summation operator IS bounded on L’( Iw”, C,)(I) d.~). n > 2. When applied 
to power weights, W(X) = /.Y ‘, these conditions are also necessary. Moreover, in the 
general case we shall show that our condition is almost necessary. Furthermore, we 
give an example which shows that the conjecture in Anderson (Proc. ilmer. Mttth. 
Sot. 83, No. 2 (1981) 269-275) fails to hold. 1 1990 *drm~c PXU. 111~ 
1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
It was shown by C. Fefferman in [3] that the spherical summation 
operator S, defined by 
where p denotes the Fourier transform of a function ,f‘~ L’(R”), is an 
unbounded operator on Lp( W), n 2 2, for p z 2. This result is intimately 
connected with the fact that the maximal function built up with the base 
of all rectangles in R” is unbounded on all L”(W”), n > 2, p < W. It is now 
natural to ask on which Lebesque spaces S, is a bounded operator 
uniformly in R. In [S] E. M. Stein has conjectured that by analogy to the 
one-dimensional connection between the Dirichlet integrals and the 
HardyyLittlewood maximal function, the inequality 
should hold, where c’ is independent of j; R, and o, and Ma is a natural 
maximal function associated to the above mentioned (Mu(.u) = 
’ This work ia part of the author’s Diploma thesis at the University of Siegcn. 19X7 
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sup{(l/r) jh lo(x++rc)i” Czr)’ ‘, r>O, YES” ’ j- should do it for s> 1). Let 
us discuss a necessary condition for the weighted inequality 
Note that such a condition should be translation and dilation invariant. 
Now. an idea which goes back to Y. Meyer [3] shows that the restriction 
of w to almost every line in IR” should be in the weight class A,(R). To give 
an idea of this result, we remark that inequality (1) implies that the 
operator defined by the multiplier xRV+ (,,, G RI, R > 0, c E s” I, also 
satisfies inequality (1.1). If we let R go to infinity we see that the multiplier 
operator given by the characteristic function of the halfplane H, = (x E [w”, 
I. r 2 0) again satisfies (1.1). Since this operator is basically a Hilbert 
transform in direction c and by the known characterisation of the weights 
for the Hilbert transform (see 141) we obtain the above-mentioned 
necessary condition. 
Here we are interested in conditions for radial weights o(.Y) = oO( 1x1) on 
02” such that the weighted inequality (1.1) holds. In this case the above 
necessary condition implies 
I 
pi-, 
1 Ol()( s2 + t2)’ ‘) dt h [ w,,( (? + t’)’ ‘) ’ Lit 6 C,,],,, (1.2) 
u, 
where C,,, is independent of the intervals I& iw and s > 0. 
In the following we will stick to the convention that C denotes a con- 
stant which is not necessarily the same in each occurrence. 1 would like to 
thank my teacher, Professor B. Dreseler, for his great encouragement while 
working on this material. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
We will show the following sufficient condition for radial weights 
THEOREM. Let uC, be an even nonnegative measurable ,fimction OH R 
wllicl? satisjies 
W”(f)E A,(R) uniformly in R 3 0. 
Then the weighted inequality (1.1) holds,for w(x) = wO( 1.~1) 
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Remark. Let us look in more detail at the difference between condi- 
tion (1.2) and (2.1). For that purpose substitute I + .~t in (1.2) and then 
consider the condition for intervals I= [a, h] G [0, ;c). By substituting 
t--t (f’- I)‘:? and setting (‘= (a’ + 1 )“2, d= (h’ + 1 )I:‘, J = [c. cl] G 
[l, S), x(t)=r(rZ- 1) ’ ’ we see that (1.2) is equivalent to 
Since for f E JG [ 1, y_ ) g(t) is comparable with I( 1 + t)/( 1 - r)i ’ ’ and 
1(1-t)/(l+t)( < \(l-11’)/(l+d)l < Z((fi’~l)“+(c’-l)‘~‘)(C+d)~?= 
2( IJI ‘/lZl*), we see that for (1.2) to hold it is necessary that 
1 I-.Ff ‘? 
?’ l-l 
r l+st’~ 
fi .I 1 + 51 (“Jf)d+i,j 1 --St 
i-1 (O<,(f) ‘dt<C. 
where C is independent of s > 0 and J c [s ‘, z ). This shows that (2.1) is 
a good approximation of (1.2). 
As a consequence of the theorem we obtain I. I. Hirschman’s result [6]. 
COROLLARY 1. For polzaer wrights, w(.u) = I.Y/‘, inequality ( I. 1 ) holds if’ 
and only, {f IccI < 1. 
For the weights (u,(.Y) = I (1 - 1.X )/( 1 + 1.~1 )I ‘, s E KY, it is not hard to see 
that (1.1) holds if and only if 1~1 < i. Hence the conjecture in [ 1 ] which 
says that for radial weights (o(x) = wO( 1.~1) o. E A2(IW) is a sufficient condi- 
tion for (1.1) to hold is wrong. 
Furthermore, the following mixed norm inequality for the spherical 
summation operator can be obtained by standard arguments of A,-theory 
(see, e.g., [4]) and our theorem. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 2n/( n + 1) < p < %n/( n - 1 ), n 3 2. Then 
,‘! 2
IS,.f(rx’)12d.u’ r” ’ dr 
6C 
n’here C is independent sf’,fl 
We now give the proof of the theorem. The proof shows that it is 
sufficient to consider the case n = 2. Because of the radial symmetry of (I) 
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it is natural to introduce polar coordinates in inequality (1.1 ) which allows 
the applicaton of the Plancherel theorem for spherical harmonic expansion 
on the unitsphere in R2 (resp. R”, see [7]). Thus write for a testfunction ,f’ 
on R’, ,f’(x) =,f(Ye’O) = I,“= J f;(r) e’k”. Then we get for the Fourier 
transform of .f; 
f( ye”‘) = 1 H, ,fi( r ) e”“, 
A-= I 
where Hk ,f’(r) = SC; J,(rr) ,f’( t) t dt is a Hankel transform of order h- E Z and 
J!At) =c - 
(-,)W, t 2l,l+h 
,,i>,,m!f(m+k+l) !i ’ 0 k E Z, 
is the corresponding Bessel function. Hence for the spherical summation 
operator 
S,.f(re’“)=(%I,,I..i. i’) ‘d ( re’“) 
where Sk,R is given by 
S,...f(r)= (I .f(s) y JJrt) J,(st)t nt .s ds. 
” 0 ” 0 
By Plancherel’s theorem for usual Fourier series and because J A = 
( - 1 )k Jk, we see that inequality (1.1) is equivalent to the inequality 
(2.2) 
where C is independent of k 3 0, R > 0, and ,f‘~ .!,‘( R,, o,(r)r dr). Note 
that for a fixed k >, 0 the boundedness of Sk,R on L’( R + , o,(r)r dr), 
uniformly in R, for w,, E A,(R), follows by the work of C. Herz [S] com- 
bined with the known weighted norm inequalities for the Hilbert transform. 
The interesting point here is that by restricting the class of weights we can 
obtain the boundedness of S,,, on L’(L%+. q,(r)r c/r) uniformly with 
respect to R and k. It is clear that condition (2.1) entails (11~~ E A,(&?). So we 
can assume k 3 1 in the following. The crucial point for proving (2.2) is the 
following. 
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LEMMA. Suppose r, .s 3 0 and k 3 1. Then 
Jx(rt) J,(st)t dr = R 
rJL(Rr) J,(Rs) -.sJ;(Rs) J,(Rr) 
r2 ~ ,g (2.3) 
/(kr)‘,‘J,(kr)/<(.[k ‘~‘+~~~‘“] ’ 
i(kr)“J;(kr)i<Cjh “‘+~~~‘“]. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
kihere C is independent of k and r. 
Proqj: For (2.3) see Watson [9, p. 1341. For (2.4) we distinguish three 
regions. Observe that for 0 d r < $ the right side of (2.4) only says that the 
left is uniformly bounded. For 06 r < 4 we get from the power series 
representation of Jk and Stirling’s formula the estimate 
for all k and 0 < r < 4. For r 2 2 and in the “transition region” + <r < 2 we 
deduce from Erdelyi [2, p. 1073 the uniform asymptotic expansion 
I(kr)“” J,(kr)- k’ ‘(2@‘(r)) ’ ’ Ai( -k” 3@(r))] < Ck “. 
where Ai( -x) = fx’,‘(J , ,(t) + J, 3(t)), t = ix’ ‘, is the Airy function, the 
function @ is defined by @@” = 1 - r ~’ and the constant C is independent 
of k and r. Since IAi( -x)1 < C( 1 + 1.x-j ) -. 1’4, we obtain, for r > $, 
I= l(kr)“2 J,(kr)l <C(k “+k”’ 12@‘(r)l I3 (1 +k”3 l@(r)13 ‘“1 
d C(k “‘+(k ‘“l@‘(r)l’+~l-rmm’j) “1. 
Now, for r 3 2 the uniform boundedness of I is easy to see. Using Q’(r) # 0 
we obtain by simple estimates I< C(k lb + I( 1 - r)/(l + r)l’ 4, ’ for 
i< r < 2. For the estimate of the derivative of Jli note again that for the 
regions 06 r d $ and r 3 2 inequality (2.5) only says that the left is 
uniformly bounded which can be easily derived from the formula JL = 
$(Jk , -J, + ,) and (2.4). For $ < r < 2 we make use of the estimate 
jJ;(k)l < Ck m2’3 and of the identity 
r 1 2kr J,(krt)’ t dt = kr J;(kr)’ + (1 - r ‘) kr J,(kr)’ - 0 
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(see Watson 19, pp. 260, 1351). It follows by the estimate (2.4) for the 
region +< r < 2, 
A=/l-~~‘IkrJ,(kr)“~Clr-ll(k ‘h+ll-!q’4) ‘<C//1-rl’,’ 
and by using the above identity for r = 1 we get for 4 < Y < 2, 
‘*dt 
> 
dC(km’3+lI -ri”). 
Hence I(kr)“’ JL(kr)l 6 (A + B)“’ d C(kp”h + / 1 - rl ’ 4). and (2.5) follows 
by combining the estimates in the three regions. 
To continue proving (2.2), we first replace ,f by r -’ ‘f and R by kR in 
(2.2). So we have to show 
ix lT,.I.(r)12~(1(r)dr~CJ))~ L/‘(r)12c00(r)dr, 
0 
where C is independent of .f; R, and k, and if we set p(r) = (kRr/2)’ ’ 
J,(kRr) and y(r) = (kRr/2)‘,’ J;(kRr) the kernel of TI,R is given by 
t,,,(r, s) = (r,s)“2 fkR J,(n) J,(su)u du 
- 0 
= 2rq(r) p(s) - 2.vt.s) p(r) 
r* - .y* 
=4(r) p(s) + 4(s) p(r) + q(r) PCS) + 4s) p(r) 
r - s s - r r+s rfs 
Then we consider the operator Tl,,< whose kernel is given by the first 
summand. 
Ti..f(r) = q(r) H(x~, d’)(r); 
here H denotes the Hilbert transform. Now suppose that the function 
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lies in A?([W) uniformly for k 2 1 and R > 0. Then H is bounded on 
L’([w, c’~,JY) &) uniformly in k and R. By using estimate (2.5) we obtain 
I^ 
CC J l.f’(r)12dr)- k o ‘[ ‘3+l&$l’2)cocj(r)dr 
dC _,)’ I f’(r)l’ dr) dr. i 
where we have used in the last estimate inequality (2.4). Assuming that 
lies in A2(IW) uniformly for k 3 1 and R 3 0, we obtain by analogous 
arguments the boundedness of TZ K on L’([w+ , wO(r) dr) uniformly in k 
and R. A simple symmetry argument shows that the operators, built up 
with the third and fourth summand in the identity for t,,,, are uniformly 
bounded on L’(Iw+ , q(r) dr), where again we impose the above assump- 
tions on vk, R and Ck,R. 
It remains to show, that the assumptions on v~,~ and Ck,R are fulfilled if 
o0 satisfies condition (2.1). For this only elementary properties of 
A,-weights are required. Since the argumentation for ulk,K is similar to that 
for uk,R we only give it for c~,~. 
Well, we get from (2.1) min(o,(r), I(1 - Rr)/(l + Rr))‘,‘wo(r)) lies in 
A2([W) uniformly for R 3 0. Because min( 1, I (1 - Rr)/( 1 + Rr)( ‘12) is com- 
parable with I(1 - Rr)/(l + lRrl)l’ 2 we see that I(1 - Rr)/(l + IRrl)l”’ 
coo(r) lies in A2(IW) uniformly for R 3 0 and by using the ultrametrical 
property of A,(R) (see [4, p. 4671) it is easy to see that the assumption on 
v~,~ is fulfilled. 
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